Full of $500s Holiday Edition
Ticket Overview

Illinois’ most successful $5 ticket has returned for the Holiday season!
This ticket is loaded with $500 prizes!

It is also great to give as a
holiday gift or stocking
stuffer with the “To/From”
area at the top of the ticket.
Over $19,500,000 in total prizes
with a top prize of $100,000.

Vending Machine loading
instructions: With the front
side of the ticket facing up,
feed the bottom (foot) of the
ticket into the dispenser first
to vend in the direction of the
arrow on the ticket.
Power Tower ticket loading
instructions: Load Pack into
dispenser bottom (foot) first.
HEAD

Players can win an instant
$500 with the auto-win
symbol and an instant
$500 in the bonus box!
The ticket is made with a
C L E A R material instead
of paper to make it stand
out for the Holidays!

Loading Instructions

Make sure
you activate
and put this
ticket out for
sale ASAP

FOOT

Show your players the new clear
material of the ticket by displaying it
at the counter with the retractable
string provided in the ticket kit. A
void ticket has been included to use
to display. The retractable string can
also be attached to the POS pieces
for display.

Point-of-Sale Full of $500s
Retailer Placement Instructions

Attention Retailers:
Please use the suggestions below on where to place these additional Full of $500s
point-of-sale materials.
Kit contents:
1- Counter Decal
1 - SMALL Lug-on
1 - LARGE Lug-on

PLEASE PUT UP THE
FOLLOWING ITEMS
- Full of $500s Small Lug-on
- Full of $500s Large Lug-on
- Full of $500s Counter Decal

SMALL
lug-on

3”W x 5”H

1 - Retractable string
1 - Full of $500s Holiday
Edition VOID ticket

LARGE
lug-on

6”W x 12”H

ONLY ATTACH SMALL
LUG-ON DIRECTLY TO POS
DUE TO HIGHLY STRONG
ADHESIVE

Counter Decal
Place ONLY on a counter in a visible
location, such as on the front counter,
near the cash register, or on a beverage
counter/coffee bar.

Win30

Power Tower

Standee

Aisle

Attach the LARGE lug-on to the
side of the Win30, below the
dress-up. The SMALL lug-on can
also be attached directly to the
dress-up if more room is needed.

Ensure that you place the
NEW Full of $500s ticket
in the Power Tower.

Remove the adhesive from
the backing and attach
the LARGE lug-on to the
standee using the supplied
L clip without obscuring
any information.

Attach the LARGE lug-on
in aisle by utilizing the
supplied L or T clip. The
clips can also be used to
adhere to a Win30
vending machine or other
PPOS

Easel Back Holder & PAD Topper
Remove the adhesive from the backing
and attach the SMALL lug-on to the
easel-back envelope holder or the PAD
topper without obscuring any information.

